Secrets Of The Prayer Shawl
Synopsis
Tallit the Jewish prayer shall with its tassels were prescribed by the Lord as a memory device to remember the laws and statutes of the Judaic tradition. These meanings and symbolism are explained.
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Customer Reviews
I was very disappointed with this book. The order of information was erratic and repetitive. I have the impression the author simply downloaded information off the internet or transcribed information with no regard to sentence structure or even typos. In fact, I went online and found almost all of the same information there even word for word in some cases. (I suppose I should have started there to begin with.) I was only casually interested in basic information for a presentation I was to make on the subject of prayer and purchased this along with an inexpensive prayer shawl. I did not invest a lot in this and still I was disappointed. Gathering information into one convenient booklet is an acceptable practice. But some attention to content and structure would have gone a long way toward making this a viable product. I gleaned the information I wanted but this is definitely a "buyer beware" situation.

The book is informative and includes a brief history about the tallit. Wished that it had in-depth information about prayer shawls. Calling it "Secrets of the Prayer Shawl" was a bit misleading...this title leads you to believe there is a mystery or hidden information about the tallit.

While the book was very informative, it was quite redundant. It reads as though several people
wrote it without check reviewing each others work. Or, if one person wrote it, it was over a period of time and they didn’t bother to read what they had previously wrote. I would recommend researching other options prior to purchasing this book. Again, it has good facts but it’s not written well and it is very redundant.

This book contains some interesting information but it needs some serious editing. There are too many spelling and grammatical errors. The photos are extremely poor - they are meant to support parts of the text but are blurred. There is absolutely no information on the author so there is a question mark on the information provided.

So interesting, to read about the shawl as a tent to isolate us in with God, as in a tent, or a "closet". How the hem was probably the one the woman with the issue of blood touched for healing from Jesus and was the garment folded and set aside in His tomb after Jesus Messiah arose, alive!!

I got this to give with a prayer shawl so that the person would understand the meaning of and the spiritual connection the shawl adds to our prayer life. The reminders that are important in true worship along with the beauty of adding it to a marriage ceremony.

Even though I am catholic, I could not find the veil to use in church. But learned this is even more important. When we say our daily prayers at home (or any where out side the church) the sacredness of the prayer shawl is important to all religions. Also purchased the shawl. Found weeks later the lace scarf in the wedding veils.

This is a short book but full of very good information. The author covers the meaning of the tzitzit and significance. The purpose of the tallit is to hold the tzitzit. Either "Talit ha Cumi" or "Secrets Of The Prayer Shawl" are good introductions to the tallit and tzitzit.
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